
BSC 65 «Classic Edition» (New)

General Data:
Shipyard and model: BSC 65 Classic

Length: 6,65  mt - Beam: 2,80 mt 

Weight (without engine):   793 kg 

Load of people:  12

Max Power: 200 Hp – 148 kW

CE-category: C

Tubular diameter:  58 cm - Tubular compartments: n.5 

Description:
This beautiful BSC 65 Classic edition best interprets the philosophy of the

Colzani shipyard. Off White hull and tubulars combined with Off

white/Grey cushions make it simple and elegant. The dinette offers a

large sundeck when sailing and a comfortable relaxation area when

the engines are off and, thanks also to the spacious aft settee, can

accommodate up to 12 people. The side console, on the other hand,

makes the most of every available space.

Standard accessories:

Off White hull and tubulars - Off White/Grey cushions. Full enclosed

airframe cushions, bow delfiniera, console, front console seat, transom

backrest, transom swim platforms, fuel tank, water tank, transom

table/aft sunpad, bilge pump, electrical panel, full electrical system,

blower, battery disconnect, USB outlet in console, inflator, stainless steel

swim ladder, tow hooks, repair kit.

Optionals:

electric windlass, Roll Bar, stainless steel awning, awning extension,

hydraulic steering, courtesy lights, console lights, Rollbar and horn lights,

refrigerator, boat cover, shower, teak, stereo, electric inflator, Fishfinder.

PACKAGE WITH ENGINE:

Mercury F80: 40.500,00 € + Vat: 49.410,00 €

Honda BF100 V-tec: 41.500,00 € + Vat: 50.630,00 €

Honda BF150 V-tec: 45.000,00 € + Vat: 54.900,00 €
*prices exl. VAT - Price list 12-2022 – price list is intended as illustrative and doesn´t constitute a contract
base, the shipyard reserves the right to change price list at any time

Price: € 31.700,00 + Vat (Price list: 37.300,00€ + Vat)

www.pollininautica.it info@pollininautica.it

Tel office: +39 0365 671007
Mobile +39 347 9102746 (italian)

Mobile +393473754735 (german/english/french)
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